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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation

The AWS Billing Console gives you access to the most
comprehensive information about your AWS costs and usage. To
see how your costs are tracking month-to-date, and which AWS
services are the main cost drivers, check out the AWS Billing
Dashboard. To access to the most comprehensive information
about your AWS costs and usage, you can download the AWS Cost
&amp; Usage Report. To view your bill for any previous month,
you can access the Bills page.
https://aws.amazon.com/aws-cost-management/details/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Fuzzing is a security assessment technique that allows testers
to analyze the behavior of software applications under which of
the following conditions?
A. Parameterized input
B. Invalid output
C. Valid output
D. Unexpected input
Answer: D
Explanation:
Fuzzing is a software testing technique that involves providing
invalid, unexpected, or random data to as inputs to a computer
program. The program is then monitored for exceptions such as
crashes, or failed validation, or memory leaks.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Exhibit:
Based on the information and diagram, which antibiotic would be
most effective to use in treating the patient?
A. The antibiotics in sections A and C are equally effective.
B. the antibiotic in section B
C. the antibiotic in section A
D. the antibiotic in section C
E. the antibiotic in section D
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Fragmentation has a number of potential causes. Identify two.
A. Deleting member from a sparse dim
B. Renaming a member
C. Deleting member from a dense dim
D. Renaming an alias
E. Submitting data/deleting data frequently (like in budget
applications)
Answer: C,E
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Fragmentation is unused disk space. Fragmentation is created
when Essbase writes a data block to a new location on disk and
leaves unused space in the former location of the data block.
Block size increases because data from a data load or
calculation is appended to the blocks; the blocks must
therefore be written to the end of a data file."
Fragmentation is likely to occur with the following:
Read/write databases that users are constantly updating with
data (E)
Databases that execute calculations around the clock
Databases that frequently update and recalculate dense members
(B)
Data loads that are poorly designed
Databases that contain a significant number of Dynamic Calc and
Store members
Databases that use an isolation level of uncommitted access
with commit block set to zero
You can prevent and remove fragmentation:
To prevent fragmentation, optimize data loads by sorting load
records based upon sparse dimension
members
Perform an export of the database, delete all data in the
database with CLEARDATA, and reload the
export file
Force a dense restructure of the database
Reference Improving Essbase Performance, Eliminating
Fragmentation
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